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1 Frames of reference for energy heat generators/ 
converters 

1.1 Heat, generator/ convertor 
1.1.1  
1.1.2 1.1.1 Hierarchical conversion  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          Fig. 1 hierachical system for heat generating/converting 
 

1.2 Specification heat generator/converter 
1.2.1 Function 
All system parts mentioned either utilise fossil fuel or electrical energy generated by 
burning fossil fuel, whether as “main or auxiliary energy”. The production of heat is the 
main function of the systems. If one assumes mains energy as the basis, all heat pump 
systems come under this, provided that the compressor drive is an electric motor (which is 
the case in HVAC engineering). In the case of all other appliances mentioned, the medium 
on the primary connection side of the appliance and the secondary medium on the 
discharge side of the appliance are mechanically separated. Likewise, one characteristic 
is that no combustion process of fossil fuels occurs.  Appliances and auxiliary appliances 
for energy conveyance are fitted out for the conveyance of the energy from a primary 
medium to a secondary medium.  
 

1.2.2 Appliances and systems 
Appliances and systems may be: 

- Gas heaters 
- Directly fuel driven air heaters 
- Atmospheric fuel boilers 
- Hot water boiler < 110 gr C 
- Hot water boiler > 110 gr C 
- Steam boiler low pressure < 0.5 bar 
- Steam boiler high pressure > 0.5 bar 
- Steam generator 
- Storage boiler 
- Household boiler gas 
- Fan burner 
- Cogenerator 

GENERATE / 
CONVERT  

HVAC 
MECHANICAL 

HEATING 

GENERATING 

SYSTEM PROCESS FUNCTION ELEMENT 
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- Heat pump 
- Solar energy system 
- Heating supply (TSA) 

 Feed water unit 
 Counterflow appliance 
 Steam former heated indirectly 
 Heat exchanger Cogeneration 
 TSA underground storage heat 
 Storage boiler 
 Geyser  gas 
 Geyser  electric 
 buffer indirectly heated 
 buffer pipe bundles 
 buffer plate exchanger 
 TSA cold storage 

 

1.2.3 General heating appliances 
Heating appliances with a combustion process for heat generation, are arranged for the 
conveyance of the heat content (the so-called calorific value) of a fuel as primary medium 
to a secondary medium. The conveyance mentioned occurs through a controlled 
combustion process of the primary medium in the appliance. Domestic fuel oil and natural 
gas is intended as the primary medium in this case. Oil heating is no longer much used. 
Encountering an oiled fired heating system in older buildings is possible. There should 
then be a depot for oil present, this may be located inside or outside.  

 
 

 
Fig. 2 opened boiler with fan burner 

 
Through the combustion process, “heat” is conveyed to the secondary medium, which will 
generally be air or water. If water is heated to above the boiling point of water, hot water or 
steam will be produced, depending on the design of the appliance. 
 

1.2.4 The central heating boiler 
Heating appliances for heat generation may be roughly subdivided into two categories, 
namely: 
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- appliances with an atmospheric gas burner 
- appliances with a fan burner (preburner) 
 

The central-heating boiler can be broadly divided into 3 types: conventional, improved 
efficiency and high efficiency. Sometimes these are combined with 
heat generation for hot tap water, this is then referred to as a 
combination or combi boiler. Since 1994, a HE boiler has had a gas 
quality mark label, stating the class of the HE boiler (as in the adjoining 
picture). The type can often be found via the type plate, which also 
enables the output of the boiler to be determined. 
 

 
   Fig. 3 HE-107 boiler with Low NOx burner 
 

1.2.5 Steam boiler 
This involves a combustion boiler, stoked to a higher level so that steam is produced. The 
system can be recognised by the presence of a condensation tank and degasser. The 
steam produced from steam boilers is utilised for moisturizing purposes in air conditioning 
processes or specific processes in the process industry, for example in the laundry 
industry, etc. Hot water or steam is also used as a source of energy for maintaining the 
boiling process in absorption refrigerating machines. 

 

1.2.6 Cogeneration 
The system for cogenerations consists of a diesel or gas motor driving a generator, so 
that besides the electrical energy generated in this way, heat is also generated by the 
combustion process in addition to the driving power. This makes the total output 
significantly higher than for a boiler system.   
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Fig. 4 diesel motor for Cogeneration System 
 

Systems for cogeneration serve two purposes, namely: 
 

- Generating electrical energy 
- Generating thermal energy (in this case heat for heating purposes, but also 

for refrigerating purposes by means of an absorption refrigerating unit) 
 
Just as for heating appliances, a combustion process of fossil fuels is involved here. 
Cogeneration is likewise used as a source or energy for maintaining the boiling process in 
absorption refrigerating machines. The total system output of Cogeneration then becomes 
considerably higher. 

 

1.2.7 Heat pump 
A heat pump is a machine bringing sustainable warmth in the environment from a low to a 
higher and more serviceable temperature level. The heat can be extracted from the 
environment: ground, water, air or residual heat, supplied by third parties, cogeneration or 
steam generator. A limited amount of primary energy is necessary for driving the heat 
pump. The advantage in using heat pumps is that for 1 kW of electrical energy procured 
from the net, around 2.5 to 3 kW of thermal energy is produced; this varies depending on 
the operational temperature differences of the feed source and the emission system. At 
present this number is already higher, going towards 4 and 5.  

 
In contrast to boilers, the temperature level at which heat pumps work is much lower than 
the level at which boilers work. The maximum temperature level for heat pumps is around 
55 °C. This can rise to around 90 °C for boilers (not hot water or steam boilers). 
Depending on the objectives, the temperature level of, for example, Central Heating water 
or hot tap water will have to be raised through a boiler system or electrical energy. It 
applies to both that the smaller the difference in temperature and the lower the operational 
temperature, the better the output or coefficient of performance. 
 
What is attempted is to upgrade heat from a low temperature level to a useable 
temperature level using as little energy consumption as possible. To conserve energy, the 
heat content of the source will have to be as high as possible and the temperature level at 
the usage side should be as low as possible. In addition, a building shell must have high 
resistance to heat loss. 
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In deploying a HP system a choice has to be made whether a well/HP combination is 
positioned that can supply 100% of the thermal power demanded Monovalent). 
A system can be positioned in combination with other generators (Bivalent). For example, 
boiler or WKK and possibly the fuel cell in the future. A windmill may also be able to be 
used in the future to make thermal energy with the generated electrical energy, possibly in 
combination with solar panels.  
 
In order to attain a sufficiently high COP for a heat pump heating, it is advisable to meet 
the following requirements: 
 
1. As high a temperature as possible from the heat source, 
2. As low a supply temperature as possible to the usage side, 
3. High requirements of heat resistance and along with this building insulation  
A heat pump always has connections for: 

- drive (gas/electricity/heat) 
- heat source (water (aquifers or WKO), air) Low or Middle temperature systems 

for heating 
- Heating supply (preferably mass systems) 
 

Heat pumps are combined with central heating boilers in many cases, for coping with 
peaks; these are the so-called Bi-valente systems. 

 

 
Fig. 5 reversible heat pump 

 
1.2.8 Thermal sunlight collectors 
Sunlight collectors consist of a flat construction, whereby the back plate is thermally 
insulated in order to prevent heat loss, and a sunlight transmitting top plate (of special 
glass or plastic). Thin wiring is pressed between the back plate and the top plate. The 
material of the wiring alluded to, is usually copper. The wiring forms part of the primary 
circuit to the storage tank. The medium is this circuit and the storage tank is water. Due to 
the special design of the sunlight transmitting top plate, heat from the sun is centred as it 
were, and transferred to the medium in the wiring mentioned previously. The capacity that 
can be produced in calorific value is dependent on the construction of the sunlight 
collectors and the net surface of the top plate. Under certain circumstances, very high 
temperatures (to above 100 °C) may occur in the circuit if the design is incorrect.  
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Fig. 6 solar collectors with buffer tank 

 

1.2.9 Tap water generation 
The aim of the heating appliances for heat generation mentioned is to generate warm air, 
warm water, hot water or steam in a safe and efficient manner,. 
In general, the above mentioned secondary mediums are used for heating purposes and 
the preparation of warm tap water (indirectly heated appliances). 
 
Heat generation for hot tap water is sometimes combined with heat generation for central 
heating. Whether or not generation is combined may be recognised by the group of hot 
water pipes in the vicinity of the generator. If both central heating pipes and hot tap water 
pipes are present together, one may assume combined generation. A boiler tank is often 
present in the case of central generation. 
This boiler tank may be heated electrically or with a gas burner or it may be connected to 
the general heat generation of the building. 

 
Boilers or geysers may be traced, in that they are located as generators in the vicinity of 
draw-off points. The facilities may be concealed in cabinets. 

 

 
Fig. 7 storage boiler directly heated (gas) 
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There are also directly heated storage boilers on the market for the preparation of hot tap 
water. In fact the technical construction of a directly heated storage boiler is virtually 
identical to that of boilers. 

 
In a few cases, use is made of thermal solar collectors for the preparation of hot tap water 
and on occasion also for thermal heat for the heating of buildings and/or cooling of 
buildings. Solar collectors supply “free” heat but need auxiliary energy for circulators, and 
sometimes electrical energy as supplementary heating if the output is reduced due to the 
absence of sunlight or in case of a lengthy peak load. It is also possible that a bundle of 
pipes has been installed in the storage tank connected to the central heating system and 
is providing the necessary supplementary heating. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 8 solar collector system and solar collectors on roof area 
 

The generator system may be extended by solar collectors. These can provide for a large 
part of the need for hot tap water. Although in addition to the solar collectors, a generator / 
converter as supplementary heater will have to be placed in order to realise a minimum 
water temperature of 60oC at the draw-off point or end of the circulation piping to prevent 
contamination with legionella. 

 

1.2.10 Air heaters 
The directly heated air heater, whether or not it is the garage version, ensures local 
heating of a space.  
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Fig. 9 directly heated air heater 
 

Here air is transported through a heat exchanger in the air heater by means of a fan. The 
hot flue gasses heat the heat exchanger that in its turn, heats the air. The flue gasses and 
the heated air are mechanically separated from each other. 
 

1.2.11 Appliances and auxiliary appliances for energy transmission 
Appliances and auxiliary appliances for energy transmission are arranged for the 
transmission of the energy of a primary medium to a secondary medium. In view of the 
simplicity and familiarity of gas and electrical geysers, as well as the electrical storage 
boiler, these appliances have been included in the category “energy transmission”. In the 
case of all the other appliances mentioned, the primary connecting side of the appliance 
and the secondary medium on the discharge side of the appliance are mechanically 
separated. Likewise, one characteristic is that no burning process of fossil fuels occurs. 
The following variants of energy transmission are possible: 

 
- the heat content of flue gas or hot or warm water 
- from steam to steam with a lower pressure 
- from steam to hot or warm water 
- from hot water to steam or warm water 
- from warm water to warm water of a lower temperature level 
- from cold or cooled water to cold or cooled water of a higher temperature 

level 
 

Further, there is a difference relating to structural properties. In the main, this concerns the 
constructions below: 

 
- piping (bundle) in an open tank 
- piping (bundle) in a closed casing 
- two plates (primary and secondary) with a special profile that are pressed 

against each other by means of stud bolts with nuts. 
 
Viewed broadly, the construction of all the appliances with a piping bundle comes down to 
the same thing. This also goes for the appliances designed as “plate exchangers”. 
 
As may be gathered from the above, the main function of the appliances in question is the 
separation of the primary and the secondary medium (water or steam and in the case of 
special systems thermal oil, ground heat and cold storage in the ground) 

 
The function of the separate flue gas condenser is to derive heat from the flue gas, and 
transmit this heat to the hot or warm water circuit connected to the flue gas condenser. In 
actual fact, the water transported out of the system consuming it back to boiler, is pre-
warmed by the flue gas. 
 
If steam must be produced for any reason by a steam boiler or steam generator, so-called 
feed water will have to be injected into the appliances mentioned, so that water will be 
transmitted into steam. The steam produced will consequently be used by certain steam 
utilising appliances. In spite of the fact that this usually involves a closed circuit (reduction 
of condensation), loss of water will occur that must be compensated. For indirectly heated 
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steam formers, the generated steam is included in the process itself and then has to be 
fully compensated.  

 

 
Fig. 10 Feed water unit 

 
The feed water unit and the condensation tank serve to inject feed water into the 
appliances mentioned. It is logical that the extra water must be pre-heated to a specific 
temperature, and that this cannot occur with cold tap water, in connection with the great 
differences between steam in, for example, the boiler (above 100 °C) and tap water of 
around 15 °C. 

 
Counterflow devices (TSA) and geysers supplied with a piping bundle are primarily applied 
in processes whereby relatively large differences in temperature occur. In general these 
are differences in temperature of 20K. Counter flow devices may be encountered in a 
vertical or horizontal construction. In the case of steam, it is preferable to apply a TSA in a 
vertical construction because the aggressive condensation is then always discharged and 
does not partly remain in the TSA causing internal drain corrosion or worse. 

 

 
Fig. 11 TSA (pipe exchanger) in vertical position 
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The heat transmission of counter flow devices constructed as plate exchanger is in 
general better than in the case of counter flow devices with a piping bundle. Plate 
exchangers are also applied in processes with relatively small differences in temperature 
such as for cooled water or in processes whereby a large energy transmission must take 
place while the dimensioning of the TSA has to be small. 

 

 
Fig. 12 plate exchanger 

 
Attention must be paid to the application of counter flow devices and an indirectly heated 
storage boiler for the purpose of hot tap water. In accordance with instructions, one piping 
bundle in the storage boiler should be constructed as “doubly separated” or the TSA must 
be constructed with a double partition. This is all to prevent boiler water coming out of the 
tap in case of malfunction. Likewise, the temperature of tap water must always be higher 
than 65 °C to prevent Legionella bacteria forming in the hot tap water circuit. 

 

1.3 Registration method 
The number of heating appliances for heat generation is included in items. The dimension 
is the nominal power in kW. 
Additional information during the stock taking may be directed at 
 

- The nominal load Hb at high heat value in kW 
- A specific construction 
- The water content (directly heated storage boilers and industrial boilers) 
- The number of m3/s (directly heated air heater) 
- The thermal heat to be supplied in kW (solar boiler and heat pump) 
 

If applicable to so-called gas wall mounted boilers, mention an “inclusive” circulation pump 
and/or “with hot tap water supply”. 
Directly heated air heaters and appliances for refuse burning are included as a local 
appliance. 

 
The number of appliances and auxiliary appliances for energy transmission is included in 
items. The dimension is in general the nominal power in kW. This is kg st/h for indirectly 
heated steam formers.  
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Indirectly heated boiler and electrical boilers are, like directly heated boilers, included 
under the element storage boilers. 
If a condensation tank is present, this is mentioned in the information for the feed water 
unit. 
Additional information at the stock taking can be aimed at: 
 

- the construction of a TSA with piping bundle “horizontal construction” or 
“vertical construction” 

- the content in litres for storage boilers for the purpose of  hot tap water 
 

1.4 Relevant inspection points 
- boiler jacket and boiler insulation 
- burner bed/combustion chamber 
- gas train  
- boiler parts or boiler shell 
- back and underside of boiler 
- flue gas cap 
- flue gas super-heater collector 
- fan or flue gas fan 
- inspection hatches and manholes 
- burner body and fan and motor 
- gas train with the gas adjusting and safety equipment 
- starter battery gas or diesel motor 
- gas motor 
- diesel motor 
- exhaust gas or diesel motor 
- heat pump 
- electromotor heat pump 
- solar collector 
- storage tank 
- pipeline network solar energy  
- water volumes 
- temperatures  
- plates of the heat exchanger  
- casing with piping bundle 
- primary and secondary connections 
- support /mounting construction 
 

1.5 Theoretical technical life cycle 
The cycles below concerning life expectation are applicable: 

 
- Air heaters         15 years 
- Boilers to a nominal power of 30 kW      15 years 
- Boilers to a nominal power of 130 kW      18 years 
- Boilers above a nominal power van 130 kW but lower than 600 kW   

         20 years 
- Boiler above a nominal power of 600 kW     25 years 
- Hot water and steam boilers above a nominal power of 130 kW   

         25 years 
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- Fan burner      18 years 
- Gas motor (Totem system)    10 years 
- Gas motor standard system    20 years 
- Diesel motor standard system    20 years 
- Heat pump air/air     10 years 
- Heat pump air/water     15 years 
- Heat pump water/water     18 years 
- Sunlight collector     15 years 
- Flue gas condensers     15 years 
- Feed water unit fully-fitted    10 years 
- TSA pipe exchanger     25 years 
- TSA plate exchanger     20 years 
- Geysers       20 years 
- Condensation tank     10 years 
- Steam former      20 years 
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1.6 Normalised classifications descriptions 
 

1.6.1 classification 1: excellent 
1.6.1.1 Condition : 
Functional 
The transmission of energy is not subject to stagnation in any way at all. Capacity of the 
units in question is well dimensioned with regard to the load of the secondary systems. No 
leakages encountered. Any necessary wiring insulation is efficient and functional with 
regard to the thermal and noise aspect. The insulation is guaranteed vapour proof. This is 
likewise the case concerning the outlet for the exhaust gasses. Cooling of the gas or 
diesel motor is also guaranteed at minimum heat consumption on the secondary side. Any 
necessary wiring insulation is efficient and functional with regard to the thermal and noise 
aspect. Insulation is guaranteed vapour proof. 

 
In the past few years a fault may have possibly occurred on occasion, such as flame 
malfunction, for example. Although no threatening situations have occurred regarding heat 
generation under normal circumstances. Ignition of the fuel / air mixture occurs smoothly 
and without any problem. There is no danger of fire and/or explosion. The stated 
manufacturers’ outputs can be attained as a matter of course. 

 
Deterioration 
The generator / converter is new. The symptoms of deterioration are limited to dust on the 
appliance. Only small mechanical damage in the form of scratches or light exterior dirt on 
the appliance may be observed. Blockages in the form of calcification and/or internal 
contamination in the appliance are not under consideration. 

 

 
Fig. 13 atmospheric HE gas boiler in condition 1 

 
Basic quality 
Given that the heating appliance is in a condition 1, only a modern appliance with clean 
combustion in the form of a boiler in improved yield or HE design for example, will be 
encountered, or a boiler suitable for utilising a low NOx burner. Or a heat pump with a 
sufficiently high COP. The generator / converter is a product with CE approval, which is 
known to contain sustainable materials and which complies with an normalised lifespan 
expectation for the appliance. The nominal power of the appliance is enough to supply the 
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appliance with sufficient heat or steam during peak loads. This involves both the course of 
the temperature and the output power to which the appliance is set as well as the working 
pressure. The wiring insulation completely meets the objective for which it is installed. 
  
1.6.1.2 Energy : 
A generator is in condition 1 if it functions energetically as it should, and output, 
temperatures, water volumes are attained  

- Boiler output  1.3 peak  T delivery  55oC at Texternal = -/-10 oCNL 
- Gas driven Heat pump water/water COP  4 peak T delivery  25oC  

at Texternal = -/-10 oCNL  
-     Hot tap water, 0.7 If the hot tap water output is not known, the hot tap 
            water should be supplied via heating generation by third parties. 

 
1.6.2 classification 2: good 
1.6.2.1 Condition 
Functional 
In the past few years, a fault may have possibly occurred under normal operating 
conditions, such as flame malfunction or lack of air, for example. Although no threatening 
situations have occurred regarding heat generation under normal operating conditions. 
Ignition of the fuel / air mixture occurs smoothly and without any problem. There is no 
danger of fire and/or explosion. The stated manufacturers’ outputs can of course be 
attained. 

 
In the past few years, some calcification or internal pollution may possibly have appeared 
in the appliance without, however, seriously disturbing its industrial process.  What is 
meant here is the deposit in the cooling water system of motors, the cooled water system 
for heat pumps or the wiring in solar collectors. The defects mentioned, however, have 
been noted and repaired during normal preventative maintenance. This also goes for the 
filters in the systems for energy storage in the ground. A small leakage, particularly 
between connections, may occur without inflicting severe damage. In spite of a few 
defects, energy transmission is still guaranteed.  
 
Deterioration 
Deterioration to the appliance for heat generation through use is observable. The “new 
build gleam” has clearly vanished. Minor defects may be observed. This might concern 
minor external corrosion of boiler parts or the boiler shell, for example. A serious defect 
might be encountered. What is meant here is a defect that can be repaired without high 
costs, such as for example an excessive flue gas circuit pollution of the boiler. Several 
serious and/or one severe defect should not be encountered. 

 
The discoloration of the manifold for the exhaust is normal. Traces of lubricant oil leaks, 
insofar as this has occurred, have been carefully removed. Leakage of the refrigerant 
applied for heat pumps should not be encountered. 
 
Basic quality 
The product and type of appliance for heat generation encountered. The appliance is built 
of sustainable materials, so that great operational reliability may be assumed. The 
normalised lifespan expectation of the appliance is also met. The nominal power of the 
appliance is sufficient to supply enough heat during peak loads. A small part may possibly 
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have been replaced by this time. The repair has been competently and professionally 
carried out. 

 
1.6.2.2 Energy 
A generator is in condition 2 if this functions energetically as it should, outputs, 
temperatures are attained  

- Boiler output 0.951.3 peak 55 oCTdelivery 65oC at Texternal 
-/-10oC 

- Gas air/water Heat pump 3.5COP4 peak 25oC Tdelivery 35oC Texternal 
-/-10 

oC 
- Heating generation third parties peak day temperatures Tdelivery  70oC 

Texternal 
-/-10 oC  

- Hot tap water, 0.60.7 If the hot tap water output is not known, the hot 
tap water should be generated by a HE combi boiler  

- There is a solar collector system present, that contributes to the generation 
of heat for the building. 

  

1.6.3 classification 3: reasonable 
1.6.3.1 Condition 
Functional 
A number of malfunctions have occurred under normal operating conditions, including at 
least one malfunction with the classification “causing nuisance”. Although a lengthy 
interruption of heat generation has not occurred. Ignition of the fuel / air mixture occurs 
smoothly and without any problem. There is no danger of fire and/or explosion. It is 
apparent from fuel reports that the manufacturer’s initially stated outputs are no longer 
being realised. The reduction in these outputs, however, remains limited to maximum 5 %. 
Limited leakages at screw or flanged joints or at the radiator may be noted. These 
leakages have occurred locally however, and do not determine functionality. Leakage of 
heat pump refrigerant is not involved. 
 
Deterioration 
The process of deterioration has clearly set in. Minor defects are certainly present. A 
serious defect, such as excessive flue gas circuit pollution, may be encountered. A severe 
defect may have occurred, such as for example a leakage of a hydraulic circuit connection 
for the adjustment apparatus of the boiler. In actual fact, a type of defect may be referred 
to here that does not affect the functionality of the appliance itself and which may be 
repaired with some effort. 

 
Fig. 14 TSA (pipe exchanger) in horizontal construction and conventional atmospheric gas boiler in 

condition 3 
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Gas or diesel motors may be slightly dirty externally through (previous) lubricating oil 
leakage.  
 

 
Fig. 15 generator set for cogeneration 

 
Basic quality 
A heat generation appliance with a product that is no longer available may possibly be 
encountered. Original parts in the gas train for example, have already been replaced by 
other products. Repairs have not always been completed in a competent way. For 
example, this has led to electrical cabling partly hanging loose or many screw terminal 
connections being encountered. The consequences of transpiration of a flange gasket 
may be noted in the form of corrosion of the flange connection. Replacing the appliance is 
not yet in the picture. Even at peak load the nominal power of the appliance is still 
sufficient to supply enough heat or steam. 

 
1.6.3.2 Energy  
A generator is in condition 3 if this functions energetically as it should, output, 
temperatures are attained  

- Boiler output 0.900.95 peak day temperatures 65 oC Tdelivery 80oC a 
Texternal t 

-/-10oC. When the output is not known, this involves a HE boiler, not 
being the HE107 

- Heat pump 3.0COP3.5 peak day temperatures 35oC Tdelivery 45oC 
Texternal 

-/-10 oC 
- Heating generation third parties peak day temperatures Tdelivery 70oC 

Texternal 
-/-10 oC 

- Warm tap water, 0.550.6 If the hot tap water output is not known, the 
hot tap water should be generated by a directly heated boiler, geyser or a 
HE-boiler 

- Preference Cogeneration for building heating and building cooling / tap 
water heating, whereby the supplied power of the WKK-unit should not be 
more than maximum 40% of the total thermal capacity required for driving 
an absorber cooler unit 

 

1.6.4 classification 4: mediocre 
1.6.4.1 Condition 
Functional 
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Malfunctions have occurred with some regularity under normal operating conditions. 
These faults are often the result of the deterioration of the components in the gas train or 
the regulating equipment. One breakdown has already led to a lengthy interruption in 
operation that was a great nuisance to users. Ignition of the fuel / air mixture is not always 
smooth and without problems. Although there is still no danger from fire or explosion. It is 
apparent from fuel reports that the manufacturer’s initially stated outputs are no longer 
being realised. The reduction in these outputs is at least 5 % or more. 
 
Deterioration 
Deterioration is clearly visible. Without doubt, minor defects have occurred. Several 
serious defects or one serious defect, such as excessive material damage in the form of 
corrosion, is encountered. The functionality of the appliance for heat generation is no 
longer guaranteed in the long term. Costs involved in actually improving the condition of 
maintenance will be considerable. This could be a reason for replacing the appliance 
earlier than might be expected based on its lifespan expectation. 

 

 
Fig. 16 opened TSA (pipe exchanger and conventional atmospheric gas boiler in condition 4 

 
Gas or diesel motors may be severely polluted by lubricant oil. Leakages of the exhaust 
gasses system give problems. Leakage of heat pump refrigerant may have already 
occurred. 

 
Basic quality 
In general, the heat generation appliance product will still exist. The make of the 
appliance, however, will no longer be available, because it will no longer comply with 
specific environmental requirements. It is clearly observable that repairs have been carried 
out hastily and without care. Traces of leakages are clearly observable. For example a 
boiler lid may possibly have been replaced in connection with a leak. The plating is 
damaged in several places and/or bent. The boiler insulation is no longer efficient. It is 
evident that the nominal power of the appliance is often insufficient under peak load to 
meet heat or steam requirements. 

 
The previous quality has deteriorated severely through normal deterioration, but also 
through repairs. Internal hydraulic circuit pollution (including lime scale) begins to play a 
role, as does interior corrosion of the material. These defects are established during the 
conducting of preventative maintenance. The exterior of the appliance gives a dirty and 
neglected impression. Problems with the emergency cooling of gas or diesel motors are 
no exception, so that the combined heat and power system breaks down. 
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1.7.8   Energy  
A generator is in condition 4 if it functions energetically as it should, outputs, temperatures 
are attained  

- Boiler output 0.750.90 peak day temperatures 80oCTdelivery90oC 
Texternal 

-/-10 oC. If the output is not known this is about a conventional - or 
improved yield boiler, or a combined heat power or a directly heated air 
heater. 

- Electrical heatpump airwater COP3.0 peak 45 oCTdelivery65oC for Texternal 
-

/-10 oC 
- Preference Cogeneration for building heating, whereby the supplied power 

of the combined heat and power unit must not be more than maximum 40% 
of the total required thermal capacity for peak day temperatures 

- Directly heated air heater.  
- Hot tap water, 0.450.55 If the hot tap water output is not known, the hot 

tap water must be generated by an electric heat pump. A hot water boiler, 
steam boiler, cogeneration, an improved yield boiler or an improved yield / 
Combi-Boiler. 

 
Measures to attain class 3  
Improvement of the generation output should be realised by replacing the generating 
appliance in almost all cases. Instead of choosing one of the appliances from class 3, it is 
probably more efficient to immediately choose the HE Combi boiler (or HE boiler) from 
class 2, for example. 
 

1.6.5 classification 5: bad 
1.6.5.1 Condition 
Functional 
The reliability of the heat generation appliance cannot be guaranteed. The number of 
malfunctions is a nuisance to users. Malfunctions are often difficult to repair because 
certain parts are no longer available and adaptations have to be carried out in order to 
allow the appliance to function again with a replacement part. The reliability of the unit is 
no longer guaranteed. Blockages and leakages in the appliance are a nuisance to the 
users. The gas or diesel motor regularly breaks down so that energy transmission is 
sometimes interrupted for a lengthy period of time. Often the blockages or leakages are 
difficult to repair because difficult to reach or the deposits of calcium and dirt in the 
appliance are virtually not able to be removed any more. Certain fittings are no longer 
available and are replaced by specimens that are in fact not efficient. There are also 
adaptations to the appliance that are not functional. Vapour proof or thermal insulation is 
damaged to such an extent that corrosion through condensation in an advanced stage can 
be noted in many places, or damage in the immediate neighbourhood of the exhaust 
system.   
 
Deterioration 
The deterioration process has become more or less irreversible. The number of severe 
defects dominates. Costs of repair approach replacement costs. Situations in which there 
is fire or explosion are a very real danger. 
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Fig. 17 conventional atmospheric gas boiler and TSA (pipe exchanger) in condition 5 

 
Soundproofing and thermal insulation is wet due to leakage or has largely disappeared. 
The sheaths, bracketing or mounting material are severely corroded because of impact 
from the surroundings. The finishing layer of the appliance has almost completely 
disappeared. The criteria laid down in relation to energy transmission are no longer 
realised. 

 
Basic quality 
The make of appliance for heat generation is usually no longer available. Often the 
product has already disappeared from the market. The condition of the appliance may be 
termed bad. Leakages from hydraulic circuit have had a devastating effect on the material. 
Replacement of the appliance will be necessary within a period of 1 year at most. 

 
1.6.5.2   Energy  
A generator / converter is in condition 5 if this does not function energetically as it should, 
outputs, volumes of water and temperatures are no longer attained  

- Boiler output 0.650.75 peak day temperatures 80oCTdelivery90oC 
Texternal =

-/-10 oC. When the output is not known, it involves a steam boiler, 
local gas heating or oil heating 

- Hot tap water, 0.45 If the hot tap water output is not known, the hot tap 
water should be generated by a gas Cogenerator (Pwkk;el > 500 kW) or an 
electric instantaneous water heater 

- Preference Cogeneration for building heating, whereby the supplied power 
from the Cogeneration unit is higher than 40% of the total required thermal 
capacity at peak day temperatures. 

 
Measures to attain class 3 or 2  
Improvement of the generator output should in practically all cases be realised by 
replacing the generator / converter. Instead of choosing for one of the appliances from 
class 3 it is probably more efficient to immediately choose the HE-combi boiler from class 
2 for example. 

 
If the appliances in spite of their functioning cannot be replaced yet, a functional control 
and adjustment operation should take place in order to improve functioning with regard to 
technology, energy and comfort. 
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1.6.6   classification 6: very bad 
1.6.6.1 Energy  
A generator is in condition 6 if it no longer functions energetically as it should, outputs, 
volumes of water and temperatures are not longer attained  

- Boiler output 0.65 peak day temperatures Tdelivery 90oC Texternal = 
-/-10 oC. 

If the output is not known, an electric system is concerned 
- Hot tap water, 0.3 If the hot tap water output is not known, the hot tap 

water should be generated by an electric boiler 
- Cogeneration for standby power systems 

 
Measures in order to attain class 3  
In virtually all cases, improvement of the generation output will have to be realised by 
replacing the generator / converter. Instead of choosing one of the appliances from class 
3, it is probably more efficient to immediately choose the HE-combi boiler from class 2, for 
example.  

 
Replace the system by a HE boiler. (In practice this will probably be a HE107 boiler) 
Generate the required electricity in a sustainable way, for example with PV-panels. 

 
If the appliances in spite of their functioning can not yet be replaced, a functional control 
and adjustment operation should take place in order to improve functioning with regard to 
technology, energy and comfort. 
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2 Project Description 
EPI-CREM aims to improve energy efficiency and rational use of energy across public building 
stock in Europe by embedding energy issues in decision making processes within Corporate Real 
Estate Management (CREM) at a strategical level, and translating those decisions into tactical and 
operational levels of building management. This way the decision making process surrounding 
energy saving measures is embedded in the CREM-process, and is made structural and more cost 
effective. To reach these goals EPI-CREM provides a strategy and a set of tools enabling building 
owners and users to make the energy aspect an integral aspect of Corporate Real Estate 
Management. 

 
The expected project results are: 

1. The EPI-CREM embedding approach, where energy efficiency and rational use of energy 
issues are embedded into public property management processes; 

2. The EPI-CREM toolkit, which contains an Integrated Data acquisition and Quality 
Protocol, a Database Integrated Information System, a Scenario Analysis Module, a 
Training program for assessors and the EPI-CREM Reference Manual; 

3. 20 EPI-CREM Pilot Projects, testing the embedding approach and the developed tools; 
4. Dissemination of the EPI-CREM results in relevant networks and sectors like the public 

building real estate sector, consultancies, architects, tenants, umbrella organisations, 
knowledge providers and national authorities, with special attention to the new European 
Member States. 

5. A concise overview of current public property management processes, highlighting 
institutional barriers for energy saving and sustainable energy strategies. This overview 
serves as the basis for developing the EPI-CREM embedding approach and the tools. 
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